
30 Animal Quiz Questions (FreePubQuiz.co.uk) 

1. The 'prairie wolf' is an alternative name for which animal? 

2. What are rhino’s horns made from? 

3. The primary diet of blue whales are what tiny shrimp-like animals?  

4. Which group of mammals are commonly thought of as pouched mammals? 

5. How many legs does a scorpion have? 

6. What animals can also be known as Hominoidea? 

7. The biggest fish in the ocean is the Rhincodon typus – by what name do we know this fish? 

8. Which plant makes up more than 99% of a panda’s diet? 

9. Which animals are known as the 'big five' in Africa? 

10. The most powerful bite recorded from a living animal belongs to which animal? 

11. Lemurs are mammals that are native to only one country - which country? 

12. What animals are often known as spiny anteaters? 

13. Which animals are the largest arboreal animals in the world? 

14. Name the only birds that can fly backwards and upside down? 

15. Which animals native to Australia are known for leaving distinctive cubic feces? 

16. Who operates the national register of pedigree dogs in the United Kingdom? 

17. What is the longest it is possible for a snail to sleep for: 3 hours, 3 days, or 3 years? 

18. Which whale possesses a large “tusk” because of its protruding canine tooth? 

19. Which animal has the scientific name 'Cavia porcellus'? 

20. Manatees are large marine mammals sometimes known as ‘sea what’?  

21. Which large animal annually kills more people than any other large animal in Africa? 

22. Which long-haired domesticated bovid is found throughout the Himalayas? 

23. Why is the basilisk lizard often known as the Jesus Christ lizard? 

24. What name is given to the highest part of the back of a horse, behind the neck and between the 
shoulders? 

25. Which common physical characteristic does the chow share with giraffes, polar bears, and Jersey 
cattle? 

26. Which farmyard animal is the most intelligent? 

27. What is the collective noun for a group of hedgehogs? 

28. Zeus, a family pet from Michigan, USA, is the tallest dog ever verified by Guinness World Records - 
what breed is he? 

29. What is the national animal of Bangladesh, Malaysia, and South Korea? 

30. It gets the name ‘box’ from its cube-shape and its stings can be fatal to humans – what is it? 
 


